Unlike message-passing applications, "bag-of-tasks" applications (BoTs), whose tasks are unrelated and independent (no inter-task communication), can be highly parallelized and executed in any acceptable order. A common practice when executing bag-of-tasks applications (BoT) is to exploit the master-slave topology. Cloud environments offer some features that facilitate the execution of BoT applications. One of the approaches to control-cloud resources is to use agents that are flexible actors in a dynamic environment. Given these assumptions, we have designed a combination of approaches which can be classified as distributed, hierarchical solutions to the issue of scalable execution of bagof-tasks. The concept of our system relates to a project that is focused on processing huge quantities of incoming data from a network of sensors through the Internet. Our aim is to create a mechanism for processing such data as a system that executes jobs while exploiting load balancing for cloud resources which use applications such as Eucalyptus. The idea is to create a hybrid architecture which takes advantage of some centralized parts of the system and full distributedness in other parts. On the other hand, we balance dependencies between system components using a hierarchical master-slave structure.
Introduction
Since the implementation of Amdahl's law in the 1960's, parallel computing has changed. However, the goal has always remained the same: to execute computations as fast as possible. Many models of parallel computing have been introduced over the years. A good example is Grid Computing; computation on multi processor machines and computing on clusters.
Recently, a new approach known as Cloud Computing has been introduced, and it has been gaining more and more attention in business and research. One of the key problems of this type of computation is meeting the needs of customers in regards to the provisioning of sufficient resources, thus ensuring the computation will be performed in accordance to the customers' requirements (for example, setup time constraints). In the practice of cloud computing, a balanced allocation of available computing resources is implied along with the provisioning of additional resources; e.g., virtual machines (whenever those available run out).
A Cloud Computing system [30, 31] must combine dynamic allocation with effective external and internal cloud communication and data storage. Such a system can be used in multi-category computations, but assembling it is not a trivial task. One of the main cloud features is transparency -people who are using a cloud system do not need to know the system architecture, where the machines are placed, and what roles they play. With transparency, the following problem occurs: finding a way to balance the load of machines and utilizing them with optimal performance.
The topic of our research relates to the domain of processing the huge quantities of data coming in from the Internet; e.g., from a network of sensors [14] . Our aim is to create a mechanism for processing this data in the form of a system which executes jobs while exploiting load-balancing procedures for cloud resources. The idea is to create a hybrid architecture in which some parts of the system are centralized and others not, and where we balance the dependencies between system units using a hierarchical structure [13] consisting of masters and slaves. During the research under discussion, our objectives were to investigate the architectural and scalability issues of such an approach and to make its implementation work in a reliable fashion. Some significant reasons that motivated this research are provided later in the paper. In our effort, we have referenced some solutions from past research while attempting to enhance them with our own approaches related to new trends in the domain of computing, data retrieval and storage (such as clouds, huge data processing, and storage mechanisms). This paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 focus on cloud computing and requirements for the processing of bags-of-tasks. Section 4 presents the concept of our system. Section 5 describes the system, contains an analysis of some potential issues, provides solutions, and highlights the design decisions we made. In Section 5.1, we concentrate on the system design followed by an example scenario. Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 present the architecture and system parts, and describe the approaches used. In Section 6, we concentrate on scaling, load balancing, and performance issues. Section 7 contains more-detailed information about the system parts mentioned in Section 5. Section 8 is focused on tests and some problems that occurred when testing the system on cloud resources, the results of running the example jobs, and benchmark results, followed by conclusions and plans for future work.
Research background
Cloud Computing has many definitions. Jeremy Galeman even says, that it is "the phenomenon that currently has as many definitions as there are squares on a chessboard" [20] . In the book "Cloud computing. Principles and Paradigms" [34] by Buyya et al., we find: "Cloud is a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of a collection of inter-connected and virtualised computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resources based on service-level agreements (SLA) established through negotiation between the service provider and consumers".
Another researcher [24] claims that Cloud Computing is a style of performing calculations in which the highly scalable IT infrastructure is accessible to external clients as a service. Providers believe that Cloud Computing is going to revolutionize the IT market and will be widely used in next five to ten years [33] . Many worldwide IT companies such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Google are interested in using clouds in business -they offer computing power, data storage, and services. Clients who decide to use cloud resources may pay less than if they choose On-Premises Servers or Hosted Servers. They will pay only for the usage -not for their own machines, engineers, software, nor bandwidth they do not use. Cloud Computing allows clients to focus on functionality -not infrastructure. Individual customers who decide to use clouds may save money instead of buying faster computers and necessary software. The National Institute of Standards and Technology of US DOC defines Cloud computing as "a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models." [27] , with those five characteristics being:
There are a number of investigations into the scaling of computations on the cloud. The research under discussion can be classified as: a distributed, hierarchical approach to the problem of the scalable execution of bag-of-tasks, being related to the problem of bag-of-tasks scheduling.
Sets of numerous unrelated, independent (no inter-task communication) tasks are often called bag-of-tasks application (BoTs) [22] . In comparison with the message passing model, they can be highly parallelized and executed in any acceptable order. Such tasks are adopted in multiple scientific research: computational biology, image processing, and massive search engines [28] . The scheduling of independent tasks has been the subject of research over the years [12, 16] , and it was shown that the scheduling of them on a set of heterogeneous computing resources is a NP-complete problem. Thus, the research is mainly focused on finding heuristics [22, 23] which will provide a satisfactory solution. A related problem is predicting the completion time of the task (which would be very helpful in scheduling). Both centralized and distributed scheduling of bag-of-tasks approaches are subjects of interest for research [15] . The centralized approach can be easier, faster, safer, and more stable than the distributed one, but it may also be insufficient for large-scale computations. Quite often, it is important to make nodes cooperate. Simple, non-cooperative approaches in which a node is only optimizing its load do not balance the load of the whole system. A common framework is to execute a bag-of-tasks application in the master-slave topology [32] , which is proven to be efficient in distributed computations (i.e. a master-slave architecture is adopted in MapReduce implementations). Meta-schedulers can optimize computational workload by combining multiple job schedulers into one system entry and by dispatching tasks among various resources. The expected completion time of a user application is estimated based on the estimates of all running and waiting applications, but such estimations usually turn out to be inaccurate. When tasks are dispatched between multiple clusters, this inaccuracy grows, since rescheduling is performed independently by each resource provider. This time difference is called stretch factor [28] . The inaccuracy of predictions can be reduced by such methods as analyzing the scheduling traces (application independent, but problems with heterogeneous workloads) or application profiling (generating run-time predictions, but requires source-code access). We believe that an important feature of a distributed, self-balancing system is use of a standardized method of estimating the execution time.
The scheduling heuristics consist of two phases: task ordering and task mapping. As for the ordering types, we can distinguish between the unordered one and the one that is based on the sizes of tasks -from small to large or inversely. The task mapping policies include random choice and choice based on the minimum or maximum time already consumed or expected. According to the above, the scheduling of BoT execution can be organized as FCFS (First Come First Served), greedy (e.g., w.r.t. response), or min-max/max-min (e.g., w.r.t. completion time).
While some computing platforms (e.g., Condor) use a best-effort basis-sharing model without performance guarantees, they are commonly free of charge. Amazon EC2 [1] and other commercial cloud resource providers offer resources with various extents of QoS that can meet user requirements. Allocated machines incur charges only for their usage typically on a per-hour basis. Although different computing paradigms offer the ability to choose proper machines (due to QoS reasons), it is still a problem to choose machines which hold the best value for the money. A budgetconstrained scheduler could be a solution to this problem [29] .
Cloud environments offer some features that can be helpful in executing the BoTs:
• Distributed environment.
• Dynamic, scalable resources.
• Quality of Service.
• Virtualised resources.
• Pay-per-use.
In the research on the execution of BoT-type applications, multiple autonomous parties such as consumers, brokers and service providers interact to achieve their individual goals. Agents that are, by default, autonomous can act flexibly in a dynamic environment and, therefore, can be used to solve the issues of interactions, negotiation, cooperation [21] , and controlling huge numbers of machines running multiple processes (e.g. synchronization problems). Such agents can be optimized to adapt well to a changing distributed environment and non-constant user demands [11] , typical of the bag-of-tasks execution problem.
In the general case, the common framework is executing a bag-of-tasks application in the master-slave topology [32] , while the scalability of hierarchical platforms is still a subject of study [25, 26, 18, 35] . BoTs scheduling can successfully be performed using agents running in Cloud resources [17, 21, 22] . Combining the above-mentioned approaches leads to a design of a hierarchical, agent-based system running on a set of heterogeneous computing resources and using cloud resources, which is generally close to the assumptions of the research under discussion in this paper.
Motivation for research and requirements
Through the analysis of the existing approaches to BoT processing and their implementations (systems), we stated that:
• the systems are often difficult to run,
• they contain errors that are hard to fix,
• their sources are not always available,
• it is worthy of investigation which technologies and solutions are suitable for building a new system, • creating a system from scratch allows us to tune the system to the needs of investigating the particular aspects we focus on, • we do not want to enforce any convention which would prevent us from using particular technologies -merely to achieve an independence of the conceptual and technological solutions of other people, • we would like to attain a freedom to apply new technologies and solutions which did not exist at the time of the creation of the core elements of previous systems.
Computing in general, and specifically high-performance computing, requires fast computers. Users may try to use personal computers, but their machines may turn out to be insufficient for computationally-demanding algorithms. Supplying a fast computer for each person in the academic or corporate world is associated with increased costs. Personal computers are probably not in use all the time, so using the idle cycles of these machines on-demand to speed up computations might be considered. However, a better idea may be to use computing centers which provide much-needed resources. Auto-scaling in such a system is extremely important. When there are no resources for executing jobs, they are enqueued to wait for idle machines. The processing of each job takes some time; thus, when the user submits jobs too frequently, the queue may grow too big and jobs may not be executed within a satisfactory time frame. This means more processors are needed. On the other hand, there may be no jobs to execute during certain periods of time. This means that machines will be idle, thus producing undesirable costs. These problems can be solved by using clouds to perform BoT computations. The system under discussion is aimed at providing the running machines when needed and withdrawing them when idle. Another aspect of the research is to provide a flexible support for storing the input data meant for processing as well as the output results of the processing, and to tune the data storage when a necessity emerges.
Concept
One of our main goals is to create a system capable of processing huge quantities of data coming in from a network of sensors by the Internet. In this case, the system will collect information from sensors, create necessary resources, perform computations, and provide results for consumers. Another possible use is a scenario where tasks to be executed are added by the user. In this case, the user needs to upload their programs and input data, and then add tasks to the system queue. The system will automatically find resources capable of executing the given tasks, dispatch them to the appropriate machines, and place the results into data storage. We assume that many jobs will be similar. For example, data coming from different sensors will be processed in the same way, but with different inputs. The user also might use their programs multiple times with different inputs, or perhaps share their programs with some community (for example, team members). To enable this, we assume the use of repositories which store user programs (for example, written in Python or Java) and input data.
Our system's objectives are as follows:
• Processing of huge quantities of data:
-Tasks can be run periodically (useful in processing the data incoming from a network of sensors). -Tasks can be run on demand (useful in executing user programs and processing the data uploaded by users).
• Resource usage monitoring, optimization, and auto scaling:
-Awaiting tasks are dispatched to awaiting machines. -If the system is able to process the awaiting tasks with fewer machines than are currently turned on, the idle machines are turned off. -If the system queue grows too long, new machines are provided.
• Scalability.
• Easiness-to-install on common machines /-adapt to the existing architecture.
• Use of virtual machines:
-Enable the executing of various user programs. -Enable easy system upgrade.
• Ability to implement and run different Load Balancing algorithms:
-This allows us to measure the efficiency of different Load Balancing algorithms.
• Providing repositories for user programs, the input and output data.
• Web interface.
• Support for easy-to-create system backup.
• Providing authorization.
To meet the above requirements based on our research, we decided to exploit the master-slave paradigm in cloud resources with agent-controlled distributed computing nodes and distributed-data storage combined with a centralized database (to store the system's entities).
Description of the system
Below, we describe our system, predict and analyze some potential issues, provide solutions, and highlight the design decisions we made. In Section 5.1, we concentrate on the system's design, which is followed by an example scenario. While Section 5.3 is focused on the system's architecture, Section 5.4 presents the use of an agent-based approach to the functionality of the system under discussion. Section 5.5 is aimed at data-related issues of the system.
Design
In our effort, we exploit solutions known from previous research while enhancing them with our own approach related to new, promising trends. In comparison with solutions known since the 1990's, our system features new user-oriented cloud-bound facilities like turning on/off VMs, adding new machines, storing user programs, input and output data in repositories, convenient data processing from the perspective of the user, and data sources (e.g., sensors).
Data processing requires a lot of resources, but the intensity of the related jobs is assumed to be non-constant -for example, sensors may send data once per day, after the collection of information is completed. This implies that the system will need to enqueue and process a lot of jobs in one period of time and will be idle in another. As a solution, we decided to create a component called Load Balancer, which will use AWS SDK for Java [2] to dynamically create and terminate virtual machines and use them to execute bag-of-tasks. By using virtual machines, the system is able to execute almost every algorithm (program) implemented in a number of popular languages (provided it is possible to be executed on a given machine). Our Load Balancer creates VM instances whenever necessary and terminates them when they are idle. Load Balancer can create a large number of VMs -however, it is not a good idea to connect all VMs directly to Load Balancer and measure their loads, since thousands of VM instances may be processing jobs and many sensors may be sending huge amounts of data.
To solve the issue of potentially too many connections to Load Balancer, we use a hierarchical structure consisting of masters and slaves, with one distinct root unit. Load Balancer creates machines of two types: Commander and Worker. Commander is an agent playing the role of Master w.r.t. Workers. It measures the load of each Worker (which is a Commander's slave) and dispatches jobs between them. Load Balancer is a root unit which is superior to Commanders and distributes jobs among them. Single Load Balancer controls many Commanders (within reason) while each Commander controls many Workers. The main advantage of such a structure is the reduction of connections to one machine and, thus, better system scalability.
User programs, jobs inputs, and results need to be stored. It is inappropriate to store every file on the same machine due to a huge amount of data being transferred between system parts. Such storage should be distributed, and the client or user should not have to know which machine will be the best for storing their files. We solve this problem by introducing File Storage Units (FS Units) and File Storage Service (FS Service). The principal responsibility of FS Units is to store files, while FS Service measures their load, and on this ground provides information on which File Storage Unit is stores each file.
To provide consistency between the system's modules, we decided to exploit a database-like approach. In this database we store the most important information about jobs and user programs. This approach provides two main advantages: 1) transactions help keep the system synchronized, and 2) in case of failures, databases keep the system's snapshot (making it easy to create a backup). There is also one disadvantage: this part is centralized -however, we made some improvements to reduce the number of connections, queries, and the size of stored data.
The system is meant to provide a user-friendly interface. Humans can communicate with the system via a Front-end accessible through an Internet browser. Machines can also use it (for example using the htmlunit library for Java), but it is easy to implement an appropriate proxy for them to access the system's functionality.
Example scenario of job's execution
1. The user first needs to create a package with their program using a tar.gz archive containing a bash script named run.sh. In this example scenario, the user's program will be a two-dimensional interpolation written in Python. The algorithm will read a path to a file that contains two-dimensional interval boundaries from standard input and produce a function interpolation to be displayed. 2. The next step is to add the user's program to the system via Front End. The first part is to add the user program entity to the system, and program files will be uploaded in thereafter. In this step, the user needs to provide the program's name and some additional information (for example, if the program is private or available to the public [can be accessed by other users]). 3. Once the program entity is created, the user need to upload a previously-created package containing the program (see point 1). The system will automatically redirect the user to the proper File Storage Unit. 4. Once the package has been uploaded, the user's program is ready for use. There is an ability to create a job for this program via Front End. The user provides a job name and chooses a user program for which the job will execute. 5. After having created the new job, the user uploads the job's package (package containing the job's input data). In this scenario, we need to provide a file named config.ini. In this file, we store boundaries for the two-dimensional interpolation interval. This is only an example the user will choose a suitable input data format.
The content of file used in example: config.ini [Dimensions] xleft = 0 xright = 4 yleft = 0 yright = 4 6. The job is now ready to be processed, but it might not be executed immediately. Load Balancer's thread first calculates the load and provides the necessary resources. Creating new VM instances may take some time. 7. The job is dispatched between Commanders; i.e., it will be assigned to a Commander. 8. Commander delegates the job to one of its Workers. 9. A request for the user's program and job files is enqueued in Worker's download queue. 10. Worker processes its download queue and downloads the requested files. 11. Once all the necessary files are downloaded, Worker enqueues the execution of this job. 12. Worker executes the job. 13 . After a successful execution, Worker packs the results into a folder as a tar.gz archive and uploads it to File Storage Unit. 14. Results are available for downloading via Front End.
Architecture
The system that implements the above concept is comprised of modules that handle the incoming tasks, data, and interactions with the user (please see Fig. 1 ):
• Load Balancer.
• Commander.
• Worker.
• Database.
• File Storage Unit.
• File Storage Service.
• Front-end. As mentioned above, the idea is to create an experimental hybrid architecture which combines the advantages of the centralized and distributed approaches. The modules involved in the centralized part of the system are Load Balancer, Database, File Storage Service, and Front-end. The modules which belong to the distributed part are Commander, Worker, and File Storage Unit. Both approaches feature some advantages. The distributed approach offers high scalability, huge computing power, module responsibility reduction, faster data transfer (with a large number of connections), and improved fault-tolerance. The centralized approach is easy to synchronize, as it features lower latency, easier error detection and system-backups creation, and is easier to secure (e.g., centralized authorization).
To balance dependencies between the system units, avoid communication flooding, increase scalability, and balance the module load, we decided to create a hierarchical structure consisting of masters and slaves: Commanders are supervisors of Workers and Load Balancer is a supervisor of Commanders. A similar approach was adopted in File Storage: File Storage Service is a supervisor of File Storage Units. Each supervisor monitors the load of its slaves. With this information, it can determine the most appropriate machine for a given job and, as a result, balance the load of the assigned slaves. For the distributed modules responsible for executing jobs, we decided to use cloud resources and apply an agent-based approach. Thus, Commanders and Workers are agents running on virtual machines inside the cloud (e.g., EC2). They are created by Load Balancer when demand for computing power grows and terminated when demand drops. The other system parts are static (they are online all the time) and are functioning outside the cloud (running on "standard" servers).
Use of agents
In order to provide a mechanism for allowing instances to interact, the system is organized as a set of agents which are assigned specific roles in the system [17] . This helps better achieve the system's goals. The system exploits a number of mechanisms to solve the issues of interaction, negotiation, cooperation, and control of a large number of machines running multiple processes. While all of the modules in the system can be considered agents, reducing the notion of agents to two types of program units may help simplify matters. These types are as follows:
From the Load Balancer node, jobs are dispatched between agents. As an agent, we consider a virtual machine (called "instance" in EC2) which runs one of the following programs: one that executes a job, or one that dispatches jobs. In our system, we distinguish between two kinds of agents: Workers and Commanders. Workers are designed as nodes which are the final consumers of jobs and the producers of job results. Workers also report their CPU load to Commander and Load-Balancer. Commander acts like a kind of supervisor over Workers: they dispatch jobs between them and dispatch their messages to Load-Balancer. Each Worker must be connected to Commander, and Commander must have a Load-Balancer node connected to it. Load Balancer is continuously collecting data and processing information about jobs, the number of agents, and their respective loads. Whenever necessary, it creates new agents or terminates idle ones. More details on the issues of scaling can be found in Section 6.
Workers and Commanders usually run on machines provided by a cloud (in the current implementation, we use Eucalyptus [6, 7] , which is a private cloud-computing platform that implements the Amazon specification for EC2, S3, EBS, and IAM). Whenever cloud services are unavailable, or when it is necessary to have continuouslyrunning machines (for example, when jobs need to be executed immediately, without waiting for a virtual machine to initialize), it is possible to use statically-dedicated agents; these agents are physical machines outside of cloud services. In order to use them, the administrator needs to provide Static-Commander's IP addresses to Load Balancer, and Static-Workers should be connected to a running Commander instance or Static-Commander. Load Balancer uses statically-dedicated agents in the same way as cloud-service agents, but it cannot terminate them when they are idle.
The life cycle of each EC2 instance is continuously monitored. The most important states of the instance are: pending, running, and shutting-down. Load Balancer controls the status of each instance to check whether the agents are working properly. It is especially helpful for the administrator when the system is using a considerable number of cloud resources and/or the resources are not physically accessible. In our system, the agents store local data only until they are terminated. When a virtual machine starts again, all of the previous data which was saved on the instance is lost. To store files, we created our own storage facility (called File Storage), introduced in Section 5.1.
Data Storage
In our system, we distinguish between two types of data. The first type is related to the objects which we use for implementation purposes. Some of them (entities) need to be persisted: information on users, their programs (owner, access rights, URL, etc.), and jobs. This kind of information does not require a lot of space, but it is frequently used by the system components and needs to be consistent. We use a database to store such data. Due to the use of transactions, the information is consistent. Moreover, it is easy to create a system backup to increase fault-tolerance. Along with all these advantages, there is one problem -this part of system is centralized. We overcome this problem by reducing the number of connections and queries, so the common server should be able to provide a proper responsiveness level. The second type of information is related to files such as user programs' files (sources, binaries), input data, and results. All of these files cannot be stored together on a single machine (as explained in Subsection 5.1). At the beginning of executing a job, each Worker needs to download relevant files and to upload results once the execution is finished. To make it fast, a high-speed connection is required. Another constraint is disk operation speed. For these reasons, it is better to use multiple servers to store data. We implement it by providing an own File Storage system consisting of File Storage Units and File Storage Service, introduced in Section 5.1. Implementation details of File Storage modules can be found in Section 7.
Scaling, load balancing, and performance issues
In order to keep up with the changing amount of data and the number of jobs, we need to provide a scalable environment for agents. The first problem is balancing the number of running machines. As mentioned above, there can be a large number of jobs to execute at one period of time, whereas there may be nothing to do in another period. This means that keeping all the agents continuously running is useless in some situations. This aspect is tackled by Load Balancer, which can create or terminate VM instances (which are running agents). The number of instances to be created or terminated depends on the number of jobs that may be running on Workers in parallel, the maximum number of Workers assigned to one Commander (these variables are provided by Load-Balancer), and the number of jobs enqueued.
Our approach to the issue of load balancing follows a hierarchical structure. To avoid a flood of communication flood, we decided that only Commanders are allowed to communicate directly with Load Balancer, in order to lower the number of connections and requests which may generate high load. The Load Balancer node in its job dispatching phase considers only Commanders as the components where the jobs can be delegated. Such an operation is not trivial since it is difficult to foresee how load will change over time. Let us consider an example: there are three Workers in the system. Two of them are executing jobs (one job per each Worker), and their CPU usage is above 90%, while one Worker is idle. There are ten jobs to dispatch. The Worker, which executes a job, first needs to download the required files, such as a user program and input data. If the load balancing algorithm considers the current load only, all of them may be dispatched to one (idle) Worker, because downloading the necessary files does not generate a big load (CPU), but may take some time. As a result, two Workers will finish processing the jobs assigned to them and become idle, while the third Worker will handle ten jobs. The main objective of our algorithm is to balance the load proportionally for each Commander, e.g., to match the average load. In our calculations, we take into account job queue length, download queue length, memory load, and CPU usage.
Below, we present the first version of the algorithm we use to dispatch jobs to Commanders. This is only an example, since our research was not primarily focused on finding the best load-balancing algorithm (at the moment, our concern is related to the architectural and scalability issues and making the whole system work reliably). In the future, we are aiming to implement other algorithms and provide a mechanism which will allow us to configure (choose) an algorithm which will be used in the system to provide the best attainable efficiency for any given conditions.
Detailed job dispatching algorithm:
1. For each Commander i calculate its load i , taking into account the download queue, job queue, processor, and memory load -they have assigned weights and are summed to form an integer value. It is similar to the weighted mean, but without dividing by the sum of weights (not necessary in our case). For example, each job in the queue has weight 2, and 100% of CPU and memory usage has weight 5. If Commander uses 40% of its CPU, 60% of memory, and has 3 jobs in queue, then its load is 0.4 × 5 + 0.6 × 5 + 3 × 2 = 2 + 3 + 6 = 11. 2. For each Commander i set newJobsAmount i to 0 (newJobsAmount i is the number of the new jobs which will be dispatched to Commander i in the next steps of this algorithm). 3. For each job to dispatch find Commander i with the lowest load i , increase its newJobsAmount i by 1 and increase its load i considering just the added job as a job in the queue. Store these values in a map named commandersNewJobs defined as Map<Commander, Integer>, where Commander i is associated with its number of new jobs. 4. Sort the map in descending order by values. 5. For each pair = (commander, newJobsAmount) in commandersNewJobs: 6. If there are still awaiting jobs go back to 1.
To improve the system's performance, we implemented a multi-thread mechanism which allows Worker to download the required files (for example, those needed to execute a subsequent job) while it executes other jobs.
For balancing the load of data storage machines, we use File Storage Servicethis controls each File Storage Unit. Each Unit monitors its files -when some change occurs, it informs the Service about it. This information is used by the service to choose a machine which will store a new file. It is not trivial to choose the most relevant machine; for example, if data size is the only consideration, a file of 1 GB size would approximately equal to ten 100 MB files. If there are 2 File Storage Units in the system, a 1 GB file would be stored on the first Unit with ten 100 MB files stored on the second. There can be a situation where these 10 files are likely to be downloaded, while 1 GB file is downloaded only once a year. This means that the first machine would be idle most of the time. To improve matters, the service considers the number of files stored on a machine as well. To calculate the load in the first system's version, we use the weighted mean. In the future, we aim to add a further parameter -the popularity of machine (or that of each file), which will take into account the number of download requests for each file. When the data transfer speed is slow and the number of uploads and downloads is high, this implies a necessity to provide a further server. Scaling the Storage Service is quite easy -the Administrator just needs to register a new Unit in the Service. It can be done at any time, and does not require a system restart. In case of a large number of users, it is possible to run multiple Front Ends. With some implementation changes, it is possible to run multiple instances of Load Balancer, with the requirement that the agents assigned to one Load Balancer will be hidden from another one. This is possible, as these Load Balancers would use the same Database which provides synchronization, e.g. due to its possibly transactional nature.
Implementation details
Below, we provide some details on the implementation of the system's modules.
Cloud resources: Eucalyptus [6, 7] , which we use in our implementation, is a private cloud-computing platform that implements the Amazon specification for EC2, S3, EBS, and IAM. It provides an Amazon Web Services (AWS)-compliant EC2 based web service interface for interacting with the Cloud service. To control cloud resources from within the application, we use AWS SDK for Java [2] , which provides Java APIs for many AWS services. Most important to us was the ability to control EC2, which can be achieved by using AmazonEC2Client included in this SDK. We also use Euca2ools [5] , which are command line tools for interacting with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and other AWS-compatible web services such as Eucalyptus and OpenStack.
Load Balancer: We implement Load Balancer using Java. Communication with Front-end is provided using a web service written with Apache CXF [4] . Dependency injection is provided with Spring-framework. For executing periodic procedures, we exploit the Quartz library [10] . Currently, we are scheduling two periodic procedures -refreshAgents and refreshJobs. The refreshAgents procedure is responsible for scaling the cloud environment, whereas the refreshJobs procedure is used to pick recently-submitted jobs from the database and dispatch them between commander nodes. We use AWS SDK for Java [2] to communicate with cloud services (creat-ing, terminating, and monitoring VM instances). The total number of jobs, and the number of agents that are currently running on instances, are used for calculating the amount of cloud resources to create or terminate. Upon connection to an agent instance, Load Balancer creates an agent object for it and stores this object in the map. For each Commander, Load Balancer runs two threads -one for reading messages and one for sending. Communication with Commanders is based on java.net TCP sockets, yet messages are JSON encoded [9] . In order to inject code for the agents, we needed to use SSH/SCP/SFTP API -for supporting this functionality, we utilize the sshtools library.
Messages: In order to distinguish between types of operations, we implemented our own message protocol. Each message is encoded: [4 bytes -size of message][1 byte -operation code][(Size -1) bytes -operation data encoded in JSON]. The first 4 bytes are message bytes with little-endian encoding. The next byte is an operation code. To execute operations, we use the strategy pattern [19] . We created a strategy interface which delivers the execute(String operationData) method. Whenever the node receives a message, it uses the strategy assigned to an operation-code and calls the execute() method with a given operation's data.
Use of the Strategy pattern:
For example a message with prefix "L" is received: 1. If (this.strategies.containsKey["L"]):
1. Strategy s = this.strategies.get("L"); 2. s.execute(message);
A strategy assigned to "L" is being executed. It performs a load update for Commander's Workers:
1. Map string message to LoadReport class: r = objectMapper.readValue(message.substring(1),LoadReport.class); 2. Fetch from LoadReport list of Workers Loads: workerLoads = r.getWorkerLoads(); 3. Get all Workers assigned to Commander: workers = executionThread.getCommander().getLoadBalancer() .get-Workers(); 4. For each w in workerLoad:
workers.get(w.getWorkerId()).updateLoad(w); Commander and Worker: In case of cloud nodes, we use the Python language (which delivers an elastic and light API). When virtual machines do not contain a pre-installed agent code (Command or Worker), we need to send the files during the agent code injection phase; therefore, the code package should be as light as possible. Another advantage is that the code does not need to be compiled; since most Linux distributions have Python installed, our agents should work on nearly every machine under Linux. We also had to face constraints in the predefined virtual machine images, such as Java Virtual Machines not being installed. Due to these reasons, Commander and Worker code are written in Python. In order to execute a job, Worker needs to download its files and, upon execution, upload the job's results. Each request to File Storage Unit is AES encoded; therefore, Worker additionally uses the PyCrypto module. Worker runs threads for downloading, reading, and relaying messages from/to Commander.
Data Storage: Data Storage involves two module types: File Storage Unit and File Storage Service. File Storage Service is implemented as a web service which measures File Storage Units loads and executes their queries to Database. For example, when a job is finished and the results are uploaded, Unit sends this information to Service and, later, it changes the job's status in Database. Service does not execute queries immediately -it collects requests and cyclically executes all enqueued queries. This approach allows us to reduce the number of connections to Database. File Storage Service is implemented in Java using the Spring-framework; CXF is used to provide the web service, Hibernate -to provide database operations, and Quartz -to provide job scheduling. File Storage Unit, which stores files, provides a userfriendly GUI accessible by any browser. It uses the Spring-MVC framework with models and controllers implemented in Java and views written in Freemarker. Additionally, it uses javax.crypto for processing AES-encoded requests. It also reports its load to File Storage Service with SOAP, using a CXF client.
Front-end: Front-end provides a user-friendly GUI accessible by any browser; therefore, it is implemented in Java using Spring-MVC with views written in Freemarker. With Front End, the user can manage user programs and jobs. These are stored in the database, and operations are developed with Hibernate. The administrator can manage instances, e.g., monitor or kill them and steer the system's load. Communication between Front End and web services (provided by Load Balancer and File Storage Service) is implemented using CXF (both clients on and endpoints).
Evaluation
In our tests, we are using the Eucalyptus Community Cloud [6] and cloud resources provided by FutureGrid [8] running Eucalyptus (version 3). We were provided with Cloud-Based Support for the Distributed Multiscale Applications project [3] with access to two clusters:
1. india (IBM iDataPlex at IU), 2. sierra (IBM iDataPlex at SDSC).
The following virtual machine types were provided: small -1 CPU, 512 MB of RAM, 5 GB of storage space, medium -1 CPU, 1024 MB of RAM, 5 GB of storage space, large -2 CPUs, 6000 MB of RAM, 10 GB of storage space, x-large -2 CPUs, 12,000 MB of RAM, 10 GB of storage space, x-large -8 CPUs, 20,000 MB of RAM, 10 GB of storage space. Yet, we did not use the most powerful virtual machines due to the undemanding computations. Most of the time, we used the medium type of virtual machine.
During development and tests, we used the medium type of virtual machines which proved sufficient for our computations. In practical work, the number of re-sources was limited -it was possible to create only up to X instances, where X is constrained by cloud administration. We were also limited by the network communication bandwidth, which may affect job execution. Finally, the system has been tested on a configuration where all non-cloud modules were running on a single shared Virtual Machine, and cloud resources were delivered by the FutureGrid project. This implies that our test environment was comprised of one virtual machine (which was running Load Balancer, Front-end, Database, File Storage Units, and File Storage Service) and a few machines from cloud resources provided by the FutureGrid infrastructure (which were running Commanders and Workers).
To show real-time usage of the system, we provided three examples: Twodimensional function interpolation, Noise Filtering, and a sample benchmark.
Two-dimensional function interpolation
A job implemented in Python (with the use of sci-py, num-py, and matplotlib) was supposed to interpolate a function using the RBF algorithm. In order to perform this interpolation in parallel, we divided a 2-D area into four separate sub-areas and dispatched, as jobs, each worker executing a different sub-area. The left display (please see Fig. 2 ) depicts a result of executing this algorithm on the mentioned four two-dimensional intervals (sub-areas). On the right display, we can see the result of interpolation of the same function, but evaluated in only one area. The most significant differences can be observed near point (0,0) -a reason for that is a greater density of interpolation points in this area when executed in parallel than when executed in the one cohesive area. Another factor that disturbs the computation result (in the case of parallel computations) is area decomposition -the function did not have a neighbor point from which to interpolate, so the computation was affected. This stems from the embarrassinglyparallel nature of the bag-of-tasks paradigm. Nevertheless, this particular example demonstrates that not every kind of computation can be reasonably parallelized in the BoT paradigm.
Noise filtering
Image processing appears to be a more-suitable candidate for the BoT paradigm. Each instance of this problem does not require additional information from other instances for processing. A job implemented in Python was supposed to denoise the provided image using the TV Denoise algorithm. For a parallelized task, the image has been broken down into pieces, with each worker processing a different piece. In this particular example, we used a moon-landing photograph as an original image and added some noise to this image with Gimp 2.0 (which resulted in a noisy image). Figure 3 shows the compiled results of noise filtering. We zoomed in and sharpened the highlighted area a bit in order to compare the unfiltered image with the filtered one. We evaluated the performance of the application on a set of different-sized images. Each image from this set was processed by N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16} nodes. One can readily see that the execution makespan drops as the number of nodes grows. In some cases, it was impossible to load the image into a Worker's memory due to the large raw-data (decompressed) size. Execution times are presented in Figure 4 . 
A sample benchmark
In order to test the efficiency of virtual machines, scaling algorithms, and load balancing algorithms, we implemented a benchmark job. The idea was to use as many virtual machine resources as possible. This job creates N processes, and in each, it multiplies two 2500×2500 arrays. First, we created one job with 6 processes, then two jobs with 3 processes, the next three jobs with 2 processes, and in the end, six jobs with 1 process. It should be noted that a job is delegated to a Worker; so, if processes are encapsulated in a single job, they will be executed on a single Worker. To maximize the efficiency, independent processes should be run in separate jobs. Execution times are presented in Figure 5 .
We can observe a significant difference between benchmark execution time with only one node and two nodes; this is due to the fact that the benchmark job requires too much memory to allocate on a single machine at once. This causes delays between executing the multiplication operations in each of 6 processes, because each process has to wait for memory to allocate. With three processes in a job, sufficient memory size allows for faster execution, since less machine time is spent on allocating and waiting for free memory in which to allocate the array. Differences in execution time are not so pronounced when the number of agents ranges from 3 to 6. The computation time lessens, but it is still affected by the time of job propagation between 
Conclusions and future work
In the scope of building a system for executing bag-of-tasks applications, we focused mainly on scalability issues, exploring the problem of executing bag-of-tasks in clouds, studying the suitability of existing technologies in our solution, designing the architecture, and creating the system's prototype. As a result, we presented a prototype of an agent-based, hierarchical system for executing bag-of-tasks in clouds. The system offers a dynamic allocation of resources, and seeks to find an optimal resource allocation based on the load-balancing algorithm implemented. Moreover, the system can execute any computation. provided it is possible to run its code in terms of the installed software on given machines (workers).
The system provides the following features:
• Execution of bag-of-tasks applications.
• Data storage (entities, binary files, sources, input data, and results).
• VM-instances monitoring.
• Load balancing for Commanders, Workers, and File Storage Units.
• Creation of VMs when they are necessary and terminates them when idle.
• Dynamic scaling.
• User authorization and basic security features.
• Easy-to-create backup.
• Support for user programs written in various languages.
• Easy upgrading of VM instances.
• User-friendly web interface.
• Ability of working with data coming from machines or other data sources, e.g., sensors.
The system has been tested in a configuration where all non-cloud modules were running on single shared Virtual Machine, and cloud resources were delivered by the FutureGrid project. In this environment, we have conducted integration tests. The most important was to test the job's execution scenario described in Section 5.2 of this paper. Other tests were aimed at checking the correctness of executing the multiple jobs, file transfer, management of cloud resources, and system administration. All the tests have been successfully accomplished. We have also tested three examples of bag-of-tasks more thoroughly, described in Section 8: 2-D function interpolation, Noise Filtering, and a sample benchmark.
As expected, the two-dimensional function interpolation example showed that not every problem can be easily parallelized. In this case, the result of the parallelized computations performed according to the bag-of-tasks paradigm differs from the result of computations performed without parallelization. This is mainly due to the lack of information sharing between tasks working on the same problem while analyzing another set of data. Noise-Filtering parallelization provided much better results because, in this case, the mentioned lack of information sharing was not critical. In this case, the execution makespan drops as the number of nodes grows (Fig. 4) . A similarly-decreasing execution time related to the increasing number of nodes was observed in the case of the benchmark (Fig. 5 ).
Based on our experience with the system on a small scale, we will gain a better understanding of how to cope with its adaptation to a large scale. Surely, the most important work to be done is to test the system in an environment similar to an operational one. First, we plan to use some kind of a cloud simulator, and then test our architecture in an environment in which each module will be running on a dedicated machine (and involve a larger set of cloud resources). An ideal solution would be to create our own cloud and adapt it to system requirements. The cloud resources in which we had access to were not stable -cloud services' unavailability and malfunctions frequently occurred. We often encountered the "infinity pending" instance problem, which means that an instance is in a consistent "pending" statea solution to this problem was to reboot or terminate such a virtual machine after some time had elapsed, and (if it was finally terminated) to create a new one. What is worse, the cloud configuration often changed during the development phase, which implied a need to implement some new solutions. For example, sometimes a connection was rejected -it was dependent on cloud security settings and the agent-instance launch time.
However, small-scale tests have helped us to find some potential improvements. To eliminate the complicated source injection into instances, we are planning to create our own virtual machine image which could be optimized with respect to the execu-tion of jobs. Such images should have pre-installed Worker's code, Commander's code, and the most-common libraries (which now need to be downloaded to make the execution of jobs possible). We also aim to install Java on such machines, implement a Java version of agents, and replace message passing by Java Message Service (JMS). Currently, the system exploits only one load-balancing algorithm (as described in Section 6). In the future, we plan to make it possible to choose the algorithm which will be exploited by Load Balancer for particular load situations and test them with an emphasis on performance. To increase scalability and the ability to handle more requests, we intend to consider the use of clustering and sharding: JBoss Clustering for webapps and an NoSQL database (e.g. MongoDB). Also, improvements in the File Storage system's part are envisioned. We are currently working on a component whose functionality is aimed at storing files under heavy loads.
